Trailer Park Boys are Canada's most beloved miscreants from a small town in Nova
Scotia, Canada. Robb Wells (Ricky), John Paul Tremblay (Julian) and Bubbles (Mike
Smith) have created loyal and loveable characters on their television series and
their message has spread globally. Over the past 18 years “The Boys” have garnered
much press and gained a hardcore following of fans.
Originally, the concept of Trailer Park Boys began as a short film starring John Paul
Tremblay and Robb Wells, which debuted to rave reviews at the 1999 Atlantic Film
Festival. The premise: a camera crew chronicles the boys’ adventures living in the
Sunnyvale Trailer Park in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. 11 seasons, three feature films
and multiple live specials later, the camera crew continues to follow Bubbles, Ricky
and Julian. In 2016, Netflix released an 8-part special, Trailer Park Boys Out of the
Park: Europe, following their adventures in London, Berlin, Copenhagen, Oslo,
Stockholm, Helsinki and Amsterdam.
The brand has escalated to new heights when Netflix picked up the television series
starting with Season 8. 2015 saw the launch of the Trailer Park Boys podcast on
iTunes, where it was nominated for the Best Of iTunes and had over 1.2 million
downloads. Live tours continue to sell out across North America, Europe, New
Zealand and Australia. In October 2016, The Boys released a new special for Netflix
entitled "Out Of The Park Europe," which chronicled their adventures throughout
London, Berlin, Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki and Amsterdam.
Alongside this success, Wells, Tremblay and Smith launched Swearnet.com - their
uncensored online comedy network. Fans include Jimmy Kimmel, Snoop Dogg (who
makes an appearance in Season 10), Axl Rose, Billy Bob Thornton, Noel Fielding,
Verne Troyner, Rival Sons and Rush.
Trailer Park Boys are here to stay and we can't wait to see what else is in store…
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